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Abstract: Fluid bed granulation is faced with a high level of complexity due to the simultaneous
occurrence of agglomeration, breakage, and drying. These complexities should be thoroughly
investigated through particle–particle, particle–droplet, and particle–fluid interactions to understand
the process better. The present contribution focuses on the importance of drying and the associated
challenges when modeling a granulation process. To do so, initially, we will present a summary of
the numerical approaches, from micro-scale to macro-scale, used for the simulation of drying and
agglomeration in fluid bed granulators. Depending on the modeled scale, each approach features
several advantages and challenges. We classified the imposed challenges based on their contributions
to the drying rate. Then, we critically scrutinized how these challenges have been addressed in the
literature. Our review identifies some of the main challenges related to (i) the interaction of droplets
with particles; (ii) the drying kinetics of granules and its dependence on agglomeration/breakage
processes; as well as (iii) the determination of drying rates. Concerning the latter, specifically the
surface area available for drying needs to be differentiated based on the state of the liquid in the
granule: we propose to do this in the form of surface liquid, pore liquid, and the liquid bridging the
primary particles.
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1. Introduction

Wet granulation processes include the agglomeration of primary particles to form
a large granule with controlled properties. In wet granulation, particle growth is realized
by adding a liquid binder to primary powders. In fact, a binder solution is sprayed over the
particles in the form of droplets. The wet particles are brought to each other via mechanical
agitation (in the case of high-shear and twin screw granulation) or hydrodynamically
generated agitation (in fluid bed granulation; FBG). To form a permanent granule, the
binder solution’s volatile components must be removed to increase the strength of the
granule. This is typically realized via drying, either simultaneously beside spraying (e.g.,
as in FBG [1]) or in a subsequent downstream drying unit operation (as this is necessary
for twin screw granulation) [2].

For instance, FBGs are widely used to produce agglomerates in industrial sectors due
to their high heat and mass transfer rate and efficient mixing [1]. Moreover, FBGs have
the advantage of integrating several processes, such as wetting, drying, particle shaping,
and size enlargement, into one process unit, which can lead to the homogenization of the
product. In FBGs, particle agglomeration is successful when the kinetic energy of the collid-
ing particles is dissipated via the binder’s ability to form a liquid bridge. This condition
can be quantified through a critical Stokes Number as described by Ennis et al. [3]. In such
equipment, heat and mass transfer, besides fluidization, are highly coupled and should
be controlled to achieve desired granule properties. Such controlling needs a systematic
understanding of how these phenomena occur and how strongly they are interconnected.
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In some processes, the formation of agglomerates is undesired. For instance, particle
agglomeration in the coating process must be prevented by choosing appropriate operating
conditions. Another example is the blockage of transfer lines in continuous drug manu-
facturing due to sticking agglomerates to the equipment or forming large granules. For
instance, in a ConsiGma continuous production line, a drying unit must be used to dry
granules after a twin-screw granulator. The transfer line can be clogged if the granules’
moisture level is too high. This highlights that the drying rate—besides fluidization and
spraying rates—should be controlled so that the colliding particles can rebound after the
impact and not stick to each other.

As mentioned above, it is crucial to control the heat and mass transfer rate in FBGs,
FBDs, and fluid bed coaters (FBCs) to realize optimum process performance. Depending
on the combination of influencing parameters, the liquid bridging can affect the product
quality, the most important of which are the size and morphology of formed agglomerates,
the moisture content level, and the final product’s temperature. In extreme cases, over-
wetting (or spraying) can lead to channeling or de-fluidization in FBGs or FBCs, which is
highly undesired from the hydrodynamic perspective. Therefore, this again highlights the
need for (i) a mechanistic understanding of how different parameters affect the process
and product attributes and (ii) how to control them. Obtaining such knowledge is virtually
impossible via experimentation since the heat and mass transfer are tightly coupled, and it
is complicated to distinguish the effect of individual mechanisms on process performance
experimentally [1].

On the other hand, simulation approaches and numerical methodologies can signifi-
cantly help to investigate the contribution of individual phenomena and provide a better
understanding of the factors influencing the granulation processes. Several researchers at-
tempted to simulate wet fluidized bed systems in recent years, including drying. However,
a systematic review of recent research studies is still lacking. Hence, the present contribu-
tion attempts to review and compare different numerical approaches for the simulation of
FBGs and post-granulation FBDs, as well as partially of FBCs. Moreover, the remaining
challenges will be identified such that they can be addressed in the future.

Goals

Based on the description above, the main goals of our present study are

• A focused review of drying-related models in mainly CFD, DEM, and PBM models for
a pilot to large-scale fluid bed granulators, i.e., drying of agglomerates experiencing
size change simultaneously;

• A summary of methodologies for the simulation and modeling of simultaneous ag-
glomeration and drying;

• A summary of the challenges imposed upon the simulation of drying in fluid bed
granulation systems.

It should be noted that the detailed review of drying in coating processes is outside
the scope of the present review study. In these coating processes, drying of relatively
large (i.e., >500 µm; very often tablets), typically non-porous particles occur (exceptions
are coating processes in the food industry [4,5]). Thus, there is no intra-particle vapor
or liquid transport, and drying modeling is relatively simple for such coating processes.
Nevertheless, we have summarized some findings from the field of coating that could be
helpful in Section 5, where we identify gaps to improve granulation models.

The structure of our present study will be as follows: initially, we explain the impor-
tance of drying in granulation and the different drying mechanisms (Section 2.2). Afterward,
we discuss the influence parameters playing a pivotal role in fluid bed granulation and
drying performance (Section 3). Next, we will summarize numerical approaches used in the
literature to simulate such systems (Section 4). Section 5 will discuss the main challenges
associated with simulating simultaneous granulation and drying in FBGs. Eventually, some
helpful studies will be listed, which can be used to validate numerical codes in Section 6.
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2. Background
2.1. Why Drying Influences the Agglomeration Rate

We first focus on the key reason why it is necessary to understand drying processes
during wet granulation. It is generally accepted that the tendency of agglomeration
increases with the liquid content of granules [6]. For example, it is well known that
an increase in the gas inlet temperature reduces the rate of agglomeration [7]: a higher inlet
temperature accelerates the drying rate from the sessile droplets deposited on the granule
surface. This means that smaller droplets have less capability to dissipate the kinetic energy
of colliding particles, slowing down the agglomeration process. In addition, drying reduces
the number of wet sites available on the granule surface, which decreases the probability of
a successful (i.e., sticking) collision [8]. This indicates that drying can negatively influence
the agglomeration process.

Apart from this, drying can also change the viscosity of the binder solution in two ways:
(i) by changing the liquid’s temperature and (ii) removing volatile components and increas-
ing the binder concentration [8]. Therefore, drying influences the strength of liquid bridges
via increased dissipation of the kinetic energy of the colliding particles, consequently chang-
ing the agglomeration rate. According to Tsotsas [7], drying of binder solution pushes the
Stokes number below the critical value by thickening the solution and thus accelerating the
agglomeration rate.

Drying affects not only the rate of agglomeration but also the agglomeration mecha-
nism and, consequently, the formed agglomerates’ properties. Our previous study [9,10]
demonstrated that the net rate of liquid addition to the granule could highly influence the
granule morphology. This can be quantified by the degree of wetness, DoW, defined as the
ratio of the required enthalpy for spray evaporation to a typical enthalpy of the fluidization
gas. Consequently, a batch with a high degree of wetness (DoW � 1) is indicated as
a wet batch, and the one with a low degree of wetness (DoW � 1) is indicated as a dry
batch. As shown in Figure 1, when the rate of drying is high compared to the rate of liquid
addition (i.e., a low saturation level and a low DoW prevails), the formation of an elongated
granule is favored. This behavior can be explained by the fact that when a batch is (too)
dry, a smaller number of wet spots are available on the particles. Therefore, the granule can
grow only from these sites, reducing the probability of agglomeration. In contrast, granules
can easily grow from different angles, forming a more spherical granule for wet batches
with a large number of wet spots.

Figure 1. Granule morphology for different net rates of liquid addition; high saturation level means
that the net rate of liquid addition to the granule is fast compared to dryingafter the work of
Askarishahi et al. [10] (figure has been reused with the permission from the publisher).

The final LoD and D50 for these experiments are shown in Figure 2. As discerned
from this figure, a higher liquid addition rate to the granule does not necessarily result in
a larger granule size. This means that for batches with very high DoW, the binder liquid
cannot keep the particles attached to the agglomerate. Therefore, the granules can break
above a certain level of liquid content. As a result, the rate of particle drying also plays
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an essential role in the granule’s consolidation and strength. The experimental data of
Diez et al. [11] also highlights the importance of drying for the granule properties. Their
experimental results showed that a reduction in the spray rate and an increase in the drying
temperature result in the formation of smoother product granules.

Figure 2. Dependence of final granule size on the final LoD [9,10] (figure has been reused with
permission from the publisher).

2.2. Mechanisms of Drying in Fluid Bed Granulation

In what follows, we introduce background knowledge from the drying field to famil-
iarize the reader with the nomenclature used in our review. Therefore, we first illustrate
the typical temporal evolution of the particles’ Loss of Drying (LoD) and temperature
in a fluid bed granulation process in Figure 3. The powders are heated up during the
pre-heating phase to reach the gas temperature. Then, the binder solution is sprayed over
the particles as droplets. During this phase of granulation and drying, the granule LoD
increases continuously while the temperature relaxes to the wet-bulb temperature. After
stopping liquid injection, i.e., during the drying phase, the granule LoD starts decreasing,
initially at a constant rate followed by a falling-rate period (See Figure 4 for more detail). In
the latter, the granule temperature increases due to heat exchange with the hot fluidization
gas and the lower drying rate.

McCabe et al. [12] explain that in porous solids, the moisture flows through the pores
due to capillarity and, to some extent, by surface diffusion. A porous material consists of
a network of interconnected pores and channels whose cross-sections can vary. When the
water is removed due to evaporation, a meniscus forms in each pore, causing capillary
forces between the water and the pore wall due to surface tension. The direction of this
force at the interface determines whether the liquid can move upward or not. In addition,
the strength of the capillary pressure in each pore depends on the curvature of the meniscus
and the pore cross-section. In detail, smaller pores feature greater capillary forces than
larger ones. This means that small pores can draw the water out of larger pores when
the water at the surface is depleted. As a result, larger pores tend to empty first. Upon
drying on the pore level, the water is replaced with air through the mouth of the pore at
the drying surface.
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of temperature and granule LoD for a typical granulation process.

Figure 4. The typical rate of drying versus liquid content of granule. AB: initial heat-up; BC: constant-
rate drying: surface moisture removed while keeping continuous film; CD: first-falling rate period:
moisture is transferred to the surface from the pore while the wet surface area is reduced; DE: second
falling-rate period: finally the particle reaches the equilibrium moisture content, so the drying rate
becomes zero.
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In summary, the mechanism of drying in porous materials can be categorized as follows:

i. Constant-rate drying: The delivery of the water from the interior to the surface is
sufficient to keep the surface completely wet; hence, the drying rate is constant. The
pores are progressively depleted of water.

ii. Falling-rate drying: The surface layer of water starts to deplete inside the solid.
Two mechanisms are expected based on the amount of liquid available inside the pores:

a. First falling-rate drying: Initially, the liquid is dragged from the larger pores to
the solid surface; the primary drying mechanism is the same as in the constant-
rate mechanism. The only difference is that the wetted surface area reduces
over time. The water inside the pore is the continuous phase, while the air is the
dispersed one. It should be noted that the rate of drying in the first falling-rate
period is typically linear (see Figure 5 for a visualization).

b. Second falling-rate drying: Progressive water removal from the solid gives
rise to the air volume fraction inside the pore. A continuous liquid film cannot
be maintained inside the pores below a specific moisture level. Consequently,
air will fill the pore, forming the continuous phase. Therefore, the remaining
water is relegated to small, isolated pools in the corners and interstices of the
pores, resulting in a sudden drop in the drying rate, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Different types of liquid in a granule.

The drying rate in the second falling-rate stages is independent of the ambient air
velocity because the water must diffuse through the solid. The heat of vaporization must
be transmitted due to conduction through the solid. Therefore, temperature gradients may
be expected in the solid. For example, Ceaglske and Hougen [13] proposed a diffusion
equation with a varying diffusion coefficient depending on moisture, temperature, material,
and drying history to account for the effect of capillarity.

Based on the description above, one can conclude that there are three types of moisture
in a granule, as shown in Figure 5.

i. Free surface moisture: The liquid covering the outer surface of the granule. Drying of
this type of moisture follows the evaporation from free liquid (wet-bulb evaporation).

ii. Inter-particle moisture: The liquid bridging the primary particles inside the granule.
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iii. Intra-particle moisture: The liquid trapped inside the pores of each primary particle.
Drying of this type of moisture is governed by the internal drying resistance.

3. Key Influence Parameters

A fluid bed granulator’s performance is influenced by operating conditions and the
fluidization gas, spray, and particle properties [14]. These quantities can be categorized
into two groups: (i) the parameters primarily influencing the mechanical (i.e., agglomera-
tion) performance and (ii) the parameters primarily influencing the thermal (i.e., drying)
performance. The list of these parameters is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. List of key parameters and variables influencing fluid bed granulation performance (upon
an increase in each of the parameters) [8,14–17].

Parameter/Variable Influence on Fluid Bed Performance

Fluidization gas

temperature

• increase in the rate of drying
• possible decrease in the rate of agglomeration
• improvement of granule consolidation
• reduction in agglomerate porosity and consequently agglomerate diameter [8]

humidity • reduction in the rate of drying

velocity

• improvement of particle mixing and circulation
• possible improvement of nucleation
• reduces growth limit
• possible increase in the rate of particle attrition and breakage
• increase in collision frequency
• increase in the rate of drying for the constant-rate period (initial drying kinetics) [14]
• increase in particle collision velocity

Binder liquid

spray rate

• increase in the rate of particle wetting and liquid content
• increase in the rate of nucleation and, to some extent, granulation

and consolidation
• increase in the granule size and density with a broader size distribution
• reduction in the fluid bed temperature
• possible increase in successful collisions of wet particle
• possible increase in the rate of agglomeration
• over-wetting may result in agglomerate breakage

number of nozzles • affects the uniformity of binder addition

droplet size and its distribution • increase in growth rate

atomization air pressure
• influence on the size distribution of droplets
• decrease in the average size of droplets

viscosity

• reduction in the wetting uniformity
• deterioration of spray distribution
• increase in the success rate of collisions
• improvement of the agglomerate stability to a certain extent (however, increases in

viscosity do not guarantee agglomerate stability [15–17])

surface tension
• increase in the agglomerate stability
• improvement of wetting uniformity
• tighter granule size distribution and improved product quality
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Table 1. Cont.

Parameter/Variable Influence on Fluid Bed Performance

binder concentration
• formation of loosely arranged and porous agglomerates
• increase in the rate of agglomeration if the viscosity increases with

a binder concentration

heat of evaporation

• decrease in the rate of drying
• increase in particle liquid content
• possible increase in the rate of agglomeration
• deterioration of granule consolidation

Particles

size and size distribution
• determines fluidization velocity
• minimal effect on growth rate
• wide size distribution leads to increased granule consolidation and density

density • determines fluidization velocity

wettability
• improvement of particle wetting
• increase in the rate of agglomeration

porosity
• reduction in the rate of drying
• increase in liquid penetration into the pores

Dryer

heat loss • can affect the temperature evolution and consequently lower the drying rate

4. Simulation Approaches

Various simulation approaches can be employed to simulate granulation and drying
in FBGs. The numerical methods can be categorized regarding the level of interactions and
phenomena which are resolved (and hence directly simulated) as follows:

• Micro-scale numerical approaches: in these approaches, the particles and droplets
are resolved to a sub-particle/droplet level. For deterministic approaches, the balance
equations for momentum, heat, and mass transfer are solved in the intra-particle or
intra-droplet domain. One example of this approach is a direct numerical simulation
(DNS). Metzger [18] considered a pore-network model as an example of this group
of approaches. Another group of micro-scale methods is based on stochastics and
probabilities. One example of stochastic micro-models is the Monte Carlo method:
According to Terrazas-Velarde [19–21], in this approach, a limited number of particles
are simulated to extract the agglomeration kernel. As described in Section 4.3, the
advantage of this approach is that the deposited liquid’s distribution and thickness
can be captured on the particle. This is advantageous in investigating the effect of
liquid drying on the agglomeration rate. However, the computational cost is too high
to study a whole process.

• Meso-scale numerical approaches: The balance equations are resolved down to the
single particle level (as in the Discrete Element Method, CFD-DEM) or a continuum
level (as in the Two-Fluid Model, TFM, and the Multi-Fluid Model, MFM). Newton’s
second law is solved for each particle in the CFD-DEM approach. In contrast, in the
TFM and MFM approach, solid particles are considered as one or several continua,
respectively. In this manner, one needs to define the solids rheology, including solids
viscosity, pressure, and granular temperature, for TFM or MFM approaches.

• Macro-scale modeling approaches: The FBs are divided into several well-mixed com-
partments. In each compartment, a specific phenomenon dominates. The exchange
rate between different compartments needs to be defined a priori or determined us-
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ing detailed simulations, e.g., mesoscale or micro-scale approaches. The population
balance model (PBM) is typically used to model the granule growth.

The typical length and time scale simulated by these approaches have been illustrated
in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Scales when modeling and simulating granulation processes with a focus on drying.

Since the present study mainly focuses on the challenges in the simulation of drying
in FBGs, we will briefly summarize the most widely used approaches applied for drying
and agglomeration in fluidized beds. Readers interested in the details of these numerical
approaches are referred to two comprehensive reviews: Suresh et al. [22] summarized vari-
ous numerical techniques for modeling different granulation equipment. In another study,
Alobaid et al. [23] summarized the numerical methods used to simulate gas–solid flow.

4.1. Two-Fluid Models

The two-fluid model (TFM) approach is a Euler–Euler methodology in which the gas
and solids’ phases are considered interpenetrating continua. TFMs can be regarded as
the extension of the kinetic theory of gas to gas–particle systems. To close the governing
equations, we need to consider constitutional equations for the solid’s rheology (i.e., solids
viscosity, pressure, and granular temperature representing the particle fluctuative velocity).
These equations can be obtained through empirical equations [24–27] or derived from
DNS [28] or DEM simulations [29].

In TFM approaches, the solid physical properties, such as particle size and density, are
assumed constant. However, in fluid bed granulations, the size and structure of granules
change over time due to granulation and drying. Therefore, applying the TFM is faced
with the challenge of predicting granule size. In this regard, researchers have adopted
different strategies upon using the TFM approach for FBG simulations, as detailed below
and summarized in Figure 7. In Table 2, we listed a summary of important phenomena
that need to be considered in the literature for drying simulation in FBG using TFM/MFM
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approaches. Note that some terms in Table 2 (e.g., “surface coverage” or “Stefan diffusion”)
will be closer defined in Section 4.2.

Figure 7. Information exchange between TFM/MFM and PBM approaches for different levels of
coupling (MFM stands for Multi-Fluid Method).

4.1.1. No Agglomeration Models

The first group of researchers neglected the effect of granule growth in the FBG and
focused on drying. For instance, Wang et al. [30] used a TFM and a mathematical model
based on a three-phase model to investigate drying in a fluid bed granulator. They did not
simulate particle growth due to agglomeration. However, they assumed that the granular
diameter shrinks during the constant-rate drying period due to evaporation from the outer
surface. It should be noted that both constant-rate and falling-rate periods were considered
in their simulations. In detail, the saturation moisture content for the falling-rate period (X
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smaller than the critical moisture content) was modified by a correction factor as a function
of moisture content Xn

Xn+K .
Tu et al. [31] conducted a TFM study on granule drying in a fluid bed dryer. Moreover,

they neglected the granule growth effect. Using the experimental drying curve, they consid-
ered the drying kinetic for both constant-rate and falling-rate periods. They evaluated the
effect of particle moisture on fluidization behavior and bubble properties. Their simulation
results showed that the minimum fluidization velocity decreases, and the bubble rising
velocity increases when the particle moisture level falls.

4.1.2. Decoupled TFM-PBM

In this approach, the TFM is used to introduce the input parameters for a PBM
approach. In detail, the size of the compartments (drying and wetting) and the solid
exchange rate between the two compartments are computed using the TFM approach.
Subsequently, these pieces of information are used as inputs for a PBM-based model.

For instance, Liu and Li [32] employed the TFM approach to develop a compartmental
model for a fluid bed granulator. In detail, through TFM, they obtained (i) the solid ex-
change rate at the steady-state mass flow rate between the drying and spray compartments
(zones) and (ii) the total volume of particles in the two compartments. They pre-set the size
of the wetting and drying zones to 30% and 70% (volumetric), respectively. However, the
size of these zones depends on the atomization and fluidization behavior of the bed [33,34].
They also limited the agglomeration to the spray (wetting) zone and the breakage to the
drying zone. To simulate granule growth, they used the PBM approach proposed by
Hounslow et al. [35,36]. However, no model for drying was considered in their study.

Li et al. [37] used a decoupled TFM-PBM approach to simulate drying and dust
integration in an FBG. In detail, the TFM was employed to solve the drop deposition
rate and the rate of dust integration based on the inertia deposition model of Löffler [38].
Subsequently, the extracted growth kinetic was used in the PBM approach to track the
particle size distribution. Their study showed that an increase in the air temperature
reduces the dust-integration rate because the wetted surface area decreases due to the
evaporation from the particle surfaces.

Askarishahi et al. [39–41] conducted a muti-scale study using a TFM and a drying
model of a top-spray fluidized bed. They evaluated the uniformity of particle moisture
content in the fluidized bed to identify well-mixed compartments in the FB. It should be
noted that they also ignored the particle agglomeration upon identifying the compart-
ments. Subsequently, they developed a multi-compartment model for drying simulation
in top-spray FBGs. They reported that the multi-compartmental model could predict the
performance of wet FB very well as long as the bed is not shallow and the mixing in the
dense bed is efficient. Later, they extended the proposed multi-compartment model to
simulate the agglomerate growth using the PBM approach [9,10].

4.1.3. Loosely Coupled TFM-PBM

In this approach, a single solids phase (i.e., one size class) is considered for the
granules. However, the diameter of granules in this single solids phase is updated by
solving a population balance equation for the granule size. This means that in the TFM
approach, only a dynamically updated mean size of the granules is used to predict the
flow behavior. This approach cannot accurately predict the fluidization behavior range
for the particles/granules as influenced by drying and agglomeration. For instance, due
to drying and liquid loss, the minimum fluidization velocity of over-dried granules can
decrease while that of over-wetted granules increases. The latter may result in partial
defluidization of the fluid bed. In addition, the surface area available for drying cannot be
estimated accurately. To the best of our knowledge, there is no study in the literature using
this approach.
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4.1.4. Strongly Coupled MFM-PBM

In this approach, one may consider several solids’ phases with different particle sizes
representing different granule size classes. This method is an extension of TFM known
as MFM, reflecting that multiple solid phases are considered. In this regard, constitutive
equations are required for the rate of particle exchange between different classes of granule
size, which can be realized through the PBM. This means particle–particle interactions are
considered through the agglomeration and breakage kernels in the population balance
equations (PBEs). This requires that the volume fraction of particles in each solids phase is
updated at each coupling time step based on the exchange rate between different classes.
To do so, one needs to solve a transport equation for every size class of this solids phase in
every bin of the CFD model [42]. This results in higher accuracy at the expense of higher
computational costs.

Li et al. [43] adopted an MFM-PBE multiscale approach to describe a continuously
operated fluidized bed spray granulation process. Their MFM model considered two gran-
ule phases, two dust phases, and one droplet phase (with a constant density for granule
phases). They considered two population balance equations for the dust phase (i.e., fine
particles smaller than 120 µm) and the granular phase due to different circulation times.
They used CFD to obtain the kinetics of growth for the granules and dust for short process
times for the process-relevant mechanisms (i.e., droplet deposition, drying, dust integration,
and internal nucleation). Precisely, with the help of CFD, they calculated the number of
oversprays, dust integration, and collisional frequency. Subsequently, they implemented
the growth kinetic in a one-dimensional PBE to enable the simulation of long process
times. To solve the PBE for the dust particles, they adopted a Direct Quadrature Method of
Moments (DQMOM) approach in their CFD simulation. The growth in the dust particles’
size class stems from the collision with the droplet and self-agglomeration, i.e., overspray
and dust integration. They made several simplifications in calculating the agglomeration
kernel: (i) the rate of agglomeration and growth of dust are size-independent, (ii) every
collision is assumed to be successful. However, the latter may lead to over-prediction of
agglomerate growth rate because the success factor of a collision depends on the impact
velocity and the properties of the binder solution. They used the wet-bulb phenomenon
principle for particle drying and droplet evaporation to consider drying.

4.1.5. Modified Solids Rheology

In the last and most rigorous approach, the rheology of the solids phase is modified
to account for the change in the inter-particle forces due to agglomeration and drying.
To realize this, the solids’ pressure, viscosity, and granular energy must be expressed
as a function of granule liquid content and binding liquid properties. This is typically
performed through particle Bond and capillary numbers, which can change by drying and
agglomeration phenomena. The advantage of this model is that it does not require fitting
parameters similar to the kernels in the TFM-PBM approaches. Unfortunately, a rigorous,
robust model is still lacking in the literature, to the best of the authors’ knowledge. Only
recently, Gu et al. [29] developed a KTGF-based solids rheology model for cohesive powders
in the presence of van der Waals forces using DEM. Askarishahi et al. [44] implemented
this model in a TFM-based simulation platform to develop a regime map of fluidization for
cohesive powders. Their simulation results demonstrated the formation of particle clusters
and agglomeration in the fluidized bed. This highlights that the TFM approach can predict
the granule formation if the necessary constitutive equations can be developed based on
DEM or DNS approach, as performed by Gu et al. [29] for van der Waals forces.
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Table 2. Phenomena involved in fluid bed granulation which need to be addressed in the TFM approach.

Phenomena Considered Number of Papers References

Granulation and drying 2 Li et al. [37], Li et al. [43]

Breakage 1 Liu and Li [32]

The success factor of collision 0 -

Cohesion force 0 -

Accounting for surface coverage 1 Askarishahi et al. [39]

Intra-particle layer
thickness variability 0 -

Stefan diffusion effects in
evaporation (Spalding mass

transfer numbers)
0 -

Falling rate drying 2 Wang et al. [30], Tu et al. [31]

Modified solids rheology 0 -

4.2. CFD-DEM-Based Models

The review of Yeom et al. [45]—that documents DEM-based model applications in the
pharmaceutical industry—reveals the following for drying modeling: DEM-based models
were mainly used for high-shear granulator modeling (10 out of 18 studies), then for FBG
modeling (5 out of 18), and only three studies were focused on twin screw granulators.
However, most of these studies (even recent ones, e.g., Tamrakar et al. [46]) in the field
of high-shear granulation did not model drying. This is also the case for twin screw
granulator-based studies. Only studies using the DEM in the area of FBGs involved some
kind of drying models. These studies are discussed in the next section.

We note in passing that we have excluded the numerous studies that focused on
analyzing particle motion and the residence time distribution in various zones only. For
instance, this group of studies includes the work of Farivar et al. [47], who focused on the
effect of particle shape (spheres and cylinders) for mm-sized particles and used an accurate
modeling of the droplet cloud; or the early studies of the Heinrich group, e.g., Fries et al. [48].
While these DEM-based studies are frequently found in the literature, they cannot provide
direct data on the evolution of drying or a coating layer on particles.

4.2.1. Drying in the Context of Granulation Research

The early study of Kafui and Thornton [49] from 2008 introduced CFD-DEM simula-
tions in the field of granulator simulation. A narrow particle size distribution of around
50 µm was used, and a small size of the simulation domain and small time span was
selected due to the enormous computational demand relative to computer power at these
early times. Remarkable is the high level of physical models used in this early study:

• A particle located in the spray zone at a certain distance from the spray source ac-
cumulates “wet surface energy” (i.e., the ability to build cohesive forces) based on
an exponential function of residence time in the spray zone.

• Drying of the deposited liquid initially increases and subsequently decreases particle–
particle cohesive forces (i.e., the binder is assumed to become more viscous at the
initial phase of drying and then solidifies)

• The liquid in a particle–particle bond is also dried based on an exponential function
of the liquid bond age. The surface energy (i.e., the strength of the cohesive force) is
increased based on a “dry-out factor” that quantifies the final (i.e., dry) strength of the
bond. This considers the well-known fact that solidified liquid bridges can withstand
substantial forces [50].

Askarishahi et al. [51] employed the CFD-DEM approach to simulate droplet depo-
sition and particle drying in a top-spray fluidized bed. They used the filtration model of
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Kolakaluri et al. [52] for droplet deposition and the model of Kariuki et al. [53] for particle
surface coverage. To validate their drying implementation, they [54] proposed an ana-
lytical solution. Their results demonstrated the importance of particle surface coverage
in predicting drying rates in a top-spray fluidized bed. In detail, they reported that the
assumption of the formation of a continuous film on the particle’s outer surface can highly
over-predict the drying rate in the FB. They [55,56] later proposed a voidage-correction
approach to improve the accuracy of heat transfer in such system using coarse-graining
and filtering approach.

Tamrakar and Ramachandran [46] used a PBM-CFD-DEM-based model for agglomer-
ation. Flow and temperatures were computed in the CFD-DEM part of their model (heat
transfer rates were used to conclude back on drying rates, but no direct simulation of drying
was performed). Spraying and drying were modeled only in their two-compartment PBM
part of the model and not in the flow model (i.e., CFD-DEM part). The particle size was
scaled by a factor of 4.35 to yield a parcel size of 3.85 mm. The assumption that liquid
is spread uniformly in the entire compartment was adopted. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this study is the only one that attempted to couple the PBM with a CFD-DEM-based
approach on the fly.

Aziz et al. [57] simulated heat and mass transfer and thus attempted to predict drying
rates directly. Cohesion was modeled (via liquid bridges), and a pseudo-two-dimensional
setup motivated by earlier experimental work was investigated (i.e., lactose, starch, and
PVP were considered as in the study of Briens and Bojarra [58]). Aziz et al. [57] picked the
particle size for numerical reasons (just to reduce the number of particles to be simulated!).
Specifically, they used very large particles (i.e., 2.4 mm) that were not allowed to change size.
Thus, the agglomerates were simulated, not the primary particles. Only indirect validation
was performed, i.e., data were normalized before the comparison with the experiment
due to significant differences in particle size and size distribution. The effect of the local
particle volume fraction on the Nusselt number was considered for realistic modeling of
heat transfer rates. When estimating the drying rates, the total particle surface area was
considered, not the wetted area. The effect of the local particle volume fraction on the
Sherwood number was not considered. However, they considered the saturation moisture
content when calculating the driving concentration difference (involving an Arrhenius-type
of expression) based on the “reaction engineering approach” of Putranto and Chen [59].
Aziz et al. [57] mentioned the importance of coarse-graining methods that need to be
established to enable future research.

Kieckhefen et al. [60] considered heat and mass transfer rates. Specifically, the Gunn
equation for the Nusselt and Sherwood numbers was used. To compute the particle surface
coverage, they followed the work of Askarishahi et al. [51] based on the fraction of wetted
particle area calculated by the model proposed by Kariuki et al. [53]. Very low coefficients
of restitution (i.e., 0.051), but no cohesion force model was used in this study. The particle
size was considered in line with the experimental material (i.e., 650 µm). However, a coarse-
graining ratio of 4 was employed, resulting in an effective parcel diameter of 2.6 mm. The
results of Kieckhefen et al. [60] indicate extreme gradients in gas and particle temperature,
local vapor concentration, and heat (and mass) transfer rates.

4.2.2. Drying in the Context of Coating

In 2011, Fries et al. [61] performed CFD-DEM simulations, including evaporation
effects considering particles with a diameter of 2 mm; however, under the absence of
cohesive forces. Partial surface coverage was considered by assuming a fixed liquid film
thickness of 0.1 mm.

Jiang et al. [62] used CFD-DEM to investigate a Wurster fluidized bed coater’s resi-
dence time and collision velocity in different processing zones. They used relatively large
particles (1.75 mm, monodisperse), accounted for liquid-bridge induced cohesion forces,
details of droplet deposition, and evaporation (first drying period only). Jiang et al. [62]
made the significant assumption that the vapor mass fraction in the bulk is identical to the
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steady-state vapor concentration under well-mixed conditions. Moreover, the temperature
distribution was not tracked in the system, and Sherwood number correlations of isolated
particles were used, entirely neglecting increased mass transfer rates in dense granular
systems. This work used a detailed Monte-Carlo-based droplet and layer formation model
and was able to unveil intra-particle coating layer variability. Effects of cohesion on product
particle properties were found to be significant.

Che et al. [63] employed CFD-DEM to study particle coating in a Wurster coater.
Moreover, cohesive forces due to liquid bridges were included. However, they did not
study particle agglomeration statistics or the agglomerate size distribution. Nusselt and
Sherwood number correlations were used without considering the local particle volume
fraction. For modeling droplet–particle collisions, they defined a spray zone. Particles were
scaled such that a smaller number of parcels with a diameter ranging between 1.2 and
2.25 mm was simulated (i.e., coarse-graining factors between 1.4 and 2.6 were considered).
Che et al. [63] revealed significant gradients in the relative humidity and evaporation
rate field.

Li et al. [64] considered a cohesion model and evaporation and heat transport (a Nus-
selt correlation for isolated particles was used; the Sherwood number correlation was
not stated, and no liquid surface coverage was considered). Cohesion induced by liquid
bridges was considered using the classical Mikami et al. [65] models. A particle diameter
of 1.3 mm in their drying validation case and 1 mm in the pseudo-two-dimensional case of
their Wurster fluidized bed were considered. Their results indicate significant gradients
in the vapor and liquid content distribution. The study of Li et al. [66] is similar to that
of Li et al. [64]: no improvement of models for heat and mass transfer rates was made.
However, this study analyzed different geometries. They considered a particle diameter of
1 mm, and a pseudo-two-dimensional setup was studied. No dedicated cohesion model
and no liquid surface coverage model were considered in their evaporation model.

Madlmeir and Radl [67] focussed on consistent coarse-graining, especially for the
spray deposition part. An advanced evaporation model accounting for Stefan-Diffusion
effects (based on the Spalding mass transfer number) was considered. The particle diameter
was 1 mm, and coarse-graining ratios of up to 10 were investigated. Extremely thin regions
in which particles were wet were observed, and methods to retain the predictive power
with respect to these high gradients were discussed. Earlier work of this group [62] focused
on evaporation rates, including multi-component evaporation.

Table 3 summarizes important phenomena which should be considered in CFD-DEM
simulations of agglomeration and drying. In this table, a number of available studies
addressing these phenomena have been listed.

Table 3. Phenomena to be considered in CFD-DEM-based simulations.

Phenomena Considered Number of Papers References

Accounting for surface coverage 4
Askarishahi et al. [51],
Kieckhefen et al. [60],

Fries et al. [61], Madlmeir [68]

Finite cohesion force after drying
is complete 1 Kafui and Thornton [49]

Intra-particle layer
thickness variability 1 Jiang et al. [62]

Stefan Diffusion effects in
evaporation (Spalding mass

transfer numbers)
1 Madlmeir and Radl [67]

Systematic coarse-graining 1 Kieckhefen et al. [60],
Madlmeir and Radl [67]

Falling rate drying 0 -
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4.3. Stochastic Models

Stochastic models are micro-scale models based on the random realization of events,
which can be used to simulate FBGs by including multiple mechanisms (agglomeration,
breakage, drying, etc.). Compared to the PBM, the main advantage of statistical approaches
is the elimination of complexities related to solving multivariate population balance
equations [69]. In addition, stochastic approaches can be employed to extract the kinetic
kernels required for macroscopic approaches (e.g., the PBM) [70,71]. However, stochastic
models such as the Monte Carlo approach can only be applied to a small ensemble of
particles/droplets due to their high computational cost. This means that such approaches
cannot be used for process control purposes [70,71]. In this section, we review the studies
that use statistical approaches to simulate drying and agglomeration in FBGs.

The Monte-Carlo method (MC) has been widely applied in the simulation of granu-
lation systems [8,21,69–79]. According to Terrazas-Velarde et al. [19], for granulation and
drying, the procedure of MC simulation is as follows: Initially, droplets are deposited on
the particles based on their surface energy and contact angle (typically fixed). Afterward,
droplet drying starts as soon as droplet deposition occurs. One can compute the properties
for the next event based on the agglomeration, breakage, and rebound.

Terrazas-Velarde et al. [20,21] used a constant volume MC (CVMC) method to simulate
a scaled-down FBG by considering continuous binder addition and simultaneous drying of
deposited droplets. In detail, they considered the dependency of the binder viscosity on
drying and its effect on the formation of agglomerates from non-porous particles. Their
results demonstrated that drying of the deposited droplets does not change the process
significantly. This marginal influence was related to a much shorter time scale for particle
collisions than the time scale for drying based on their studied range of operation con-
ditions. However, several researchers reported that binder viscosity and the presence of
solid binders in the solution affect the drying rate and, consequently, the agglomeration
rate [69,71,74–76]. Another disadvantage of their approach is assuming mono-sized
droplets and primary particles. They also considered a well-mixed condition to calculate
the bulk air moisture content, constant collisional velocities, and mass transfer coefficient,
which are not necessarily correct in all operating conditions. Moreover, they did not con-
sider the breakage mechanism and imbibition of binder droplets in particles, which can
affect the drying rate.

Later, Terrazas-Velarde et al. [19] extended their MC approach by including the droplet
penetration mechanism into the substrates’ pores and developed a combined imbibition-
drying model. They reported that by the inclusion of imbibition and drying, the predicted
results come closer to the ones observed in the experiments. Their results also showed that
the agglomeration rate of porous particles is dramatically lower than non-porous parti-
cles. According to their results, the deposited droplet drying effect on the agglomeration
becomes more significant at higher binder viscosities. Nevertheless, their model suffers
from applying simple models for estimation of the fluid flow dynamics, lack of evaporation
of droplets before deposition, and simple models to estimate the mass transfer coefficient
needed for computation of drying rate.

Dernedde et al. [79] developed a novel algorithm that accounts for the unrestricted
spatial development of agglomerates in 3D. This approach can track the evolution of
particle morphology; however, the computational cost is too high, and this approach
typically predicts too porous agglomerates. Later, in another study, Dernedde et al. [74]
improved the MC model by considering the solid binder content effect on droplet drying
and pre-drying of droplets before deposition. In detail, they modified the drying rate based
on crust formation due to the evolving binder concentration and its gradient in the drops.
Comparing their numerical results and experimental data highlights the importance of the
diffusion mechanism of volatile components in the binder solution that affects the drying
rate. The main drawback of their method is estimating the water vapor content in the bulk
gas. Remarkably, they considered the steady-state water vapor content for the bulk: the
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summation of inlet water vapor content and evaporation of the total injected water via the
nozzle. However, this assumption can highly over-predict the vapor content of the air.

Recently, Du et al. [76] used the MC method to extract the kinetic kernels to simulate
continuous spray fluidized beds. They used the methodology developed by Terrazas-
Velarde et al. [19] to estimate the drying rate. In detail, the height of the spherical caps
of the deposited droplets shrinks until they solidify. At each event, the possibility of
the formation of agglomerates is calculated based on the available liquid on the surface
of the particle (represented as the height of the spherical cap). This means the drying
rate implicitly affects the growth rate in the granulation process. They also considered
a breakage model and preserved the liquid in the bridge to calculate the drying rate after
the breakage until another collision or the binder liquid vanishes. They stated that the
proposed model should be improved by considering the crust formation in drops and
investigating a more comprehensive range of operating conditions.

In Table 4, we presented a summary of important phenomena which are required to
be considered in stochastic modeling of agglomeration and drying. In this table, one can
also find a number of available studies in which these phenomena have been addressed.

Table 4. Phenomena involved in the fluid bed granulation which need to be addressed in stochastic
modeling approaches.

Phenomenon Considered Number of Papers References

Granulation and drying 13

Dernedde et al. [74], Terrazas et al. [19–21],
Marshall [78], Rieck et al. [70,71], Hussain et al.

(Hussain et al., 2013b), Singh and Tsotsas [8,69,72],
Das and Kumar [75], Du et al. [76]

Pre-deposition droplet evaporation 1 Dernedde et al. [74]

Imbibition of droplets into particles 1 Terrazas et al. [21]

Breakage 10
Terrazas et al. [19–21], Marshall [78], Rieck et al [70,71],

Hussain et al. (Hussain et al., 2013b), Singh and
Tsotsas [8,69,72], Das and Kumar [75], Du et al. [76]

Accounting for surface coverage 13

Dernedde et al. [74], Terrazas et al. [19–21],
Marshall [78], Rieck et al. [70,71], Hussain et al. [80],

Singh and Tsotsas [8,69,72], Das and Kumar [75],
Du et al. [76]

Liquid binder viscosity change 8 Dernedde et al. [74], Terrazas et al. [19,21], Marshall [78],
Rieck et al. [71], Singh and Tsotsas [8,69,72]

Falling rate drying (of intra-particle
moisture or intra-granule moisture) 0 -

Droplet deposition on particle 13

Dernedde et al. [74], Terrazas et al. [19–21],
Marshall [78], Rieck et al. [70,71], Hussain et al.

(Hussain et al., 2013b), Singh and Tsotsas [8,69,72],
Das and Kumar [75], Du et al. [76]

4.4. Compartment Models

Compartmental modeling is another approach for simulating drying and agglomer-
ation in FBGs. In this approach, the fluid bed is divided into well-mixed compartments
based on the dominant phenomenon, such as agglomeration, drying, and spraying. The
main advantage of this approach is the significantly lower computational cost compared
to detailed simulation methods such as stochastic models, TFMs, and CFD-DEM-based
models. This is simply because the interaction between different media (fluid, particle,
and droplets) is not resolved. In addition, the non-linear Navier–Stokes equations, as the
most computationally expensive parts, are not solved. The resulting disadvantage of the
compartmental approach is the inability to simulate the flow in the process directly—this
information must be provided as inputs for such models.
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In the compartmental model, the population balance model is typically used to track
the agglomeration growth and breakage, which requires constitutive equations for the
agglomeration and breakage kernels. These kernels can be obtained either empirically or
numerically (e.g., from stochastic models). In granulation, drying can influence the liquid
content of particles and, consequently, the rate of agglomeration and breakage. Therefore,
the effect of drying must be incorporated into the agglomeration/breakage kernels.

Various researchers used a compartmental modeling approach to simulate fluid bed
granulation. Some of these studies neglected the effect of drying. For instance, Liu and
Li [32] developed two-compartmental PBM for a pulsed top-spray FBG. They divided the
bed into well-mixed compartments by performing CFD-based simulations. They assumed
a predefined fixed size for the spray and drying zone. However, the role of granule drying
was neglected in their study.

Heinrich et al. [81] developed a compartmental model for drying (constant-rate period
only) in fluid bed granulation systems. They used the “Two-Phase” model of Kunii and
Levenspiel [82] for the hydrodynamics. In this approach, the solids phase is considered
a well-mixed compartment, while the gas phase is considered a plug flow. To simulate the
droplet–particle interaction, they used the inertial drop deposition model of Löffler [38].
In this model, the deposition efficiency of a single particle is calculated based on the
impingement efficiency and the adhesion probability [38]; the impingement efficiency was
calculated based on Stokes Number as proposed by Schush et al. [83]. However, they did
not model agglomeration and did not consider the falling drying rate periods.

Later, 2007 Peglow et al. [84] proposed a more advanced model by including the PBM
approach to predict particle size enlargement by modified two-phase-fluidized bed model
from Burgschweiger et al. [85]. They considered agglomeration and the simultaneous
drying of particles. Through a PBM approach, they predict the granules’ size distribution,
moisture content, and temperature.

In a series of studies, Hussain et al. [86–88] proposed a more rigorous model by
combining the Monte Carlo approach with compartmental modeling to develop a PBM
approach for fluid bed granulation. They modeled the average wet surface coverage
fraction per wet particle and the average success fraction concerning the dissipation of
kinetic energy on a macroscopic scale Hussain et al. [87]. Their model can predict the
particle size distribution, the total number of agglomerates, the total number of droplets,
and the total number of wet particles in the system.

Later in 2015, Hussain et al. [89] extended their PBM approach by focusing on the crit-
ical micro-scale phenomena of sessile droplet drying and the efficiency of collisions in fluid
bed granulator simulation. Their model requires two input parameters: (i) the drying time
of sessile droplets (needs to be calculated in advance), and (ii) the pre-factor in an equation
which correlates particle collision frequency with fluidized bed expansion. They reported
that the PBM approach is almost predictive for a wide range of operating conditions.

Chen et al. [90] used single-particle drying kinetic to simulate a horizontal fluid bed
dryer. In detail, they combined back-mixing theory with PBM. However, they pointed out
that the residence time of particles in the bed should be considered. To do so, Chen et al. [91]
employed the CFD approach to estimate the residence time of particles and incorporated
that in their PBM.

Das and Kumar [75] extended the work of Hussain et al. [89]. They estimated the
death rate of binder droplets due to drying using a PBM for the total number of available
droplets and the distribution of wet particles. They used a Monte Carlo model to extract the
required quantities for calculating the agglomeration kernel in the PBM approach (i.e., the
volume and time-dependent probability of successful wet position collisions and death rate
of wet particles due to the drying mechanism). The disadvantage of their PBM approach is
that it relies on a fitting parameter for the probability of successful wet-position collisions.

Askarishahi et al. [9,10] developed a compartment model for the simulation of ag-
glomeration and drying in a top-spray fluidized bed. They considered both drying and
agglomeration. They used several fitting parameters for the agglomeration kernel. To
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consider drying, they simulated both constant-rate and falling-rate periods. One of the
main advantages of their work was considering a drying curve model which needs only
one fitting parameter. Different operating conditions lead to different granule morpholo-
gies, so the drying curve parameter should be estimated for each experiment. To evaluate
the predictability of their model, they conducted a set of experiments and divided them
into two groups. Using the first group of experiments, they developed a set of correlations
for the model parameters as a function of operating conditions and particle and spray
properties. Then, another group of experimental data were used to validate the developed
model. Their model shows good predictability for the studied range of particle, spray, and
gas properties. Recently, Arthur et al. [92] used the same flowsheet modeling approach
as Askarishahi et al. [9,10] to simulate drying in an FBG, utilizing the drying model of
Burgschweiger et al. [85].

Several other studies conducted in the field (Burgschweiger et al. [85,93], Börner
et al. [34,94], Peglow et al. [84,95], and many others) used a compartmental approach for
the simulation of fluid bed granulation. For the sake of conciseness, we will discuss these
studies later in the section describing the challenges in the simulation (Section 5).

Based on the above review, it can be concluded that most compartmental modeling
studies do not consider granulation and drying. There are a few exceptions, as listed in
Table 5. Other two essential aspects are (i) calculating the surface coverage of particles with
droplets and (ii) the rate of droplet deposition, which are typically neglected. Ignoring the
contribution of these two aspects can result in overprediction of drying from the particle
surface. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 will discuss these aspects in more detail.

Table 5. Phenomena involved in the fluid bed granulation which need to be addressed in compart-
mental modeling approaches.

Phenomenon Considered Number of Papers References

Granulation and drying 4
Hussain et al. [80], Peglow et al. [84],

Askarishahi et al. [9,10],
Das and Kumar [75]

Breakage 1 Liu and Li [32]

The success factor of collision 4 Hussain et al. [87], Das and
Kumar [75], Askarishahi et al. [9,10]

Accounting for surface coverage 1 Hussain et al. [87]

Intra-particle layer
thickness variability 0 -

Falling rate drying 3 Arthur et al. [92], Peglow et al. [95],
Askarishahi et al. [9,10]

Droplet deposition on particle 2 Heinrich et al. [81],
Hussain et al. [96]

5. Challenges in the Simulation of Drying in Granulation

As already documented in the review of Ramachandran et al. [97], drying simulation
in fluid bed granulation systems is faced with several challenges. This is due to the high
level of complexity associated with the following phenomena:

i. Droplet tracking and droplet–particle interactions;
ii. Particle–particle interactions, agglomerate growth, and breakage during spraying

and drying;
iii. The flow of the granules in the fluidized bed [98–100];
iv. Multi-component liquid evaporation and binder effect on drying and consolidation

(e.g., dependency of binder solution viscosity on the shear rate and temperature due
to non-Newtonian behavior);

v. Possible dissolution of solid powders in the liquid phase;
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vi. Primary particles’ pore network (intra-particle voidage) and the changing granule
pore structure (inter-particle voidage inside a granule) during the process;

vii. Redistribution of liquid among primary particles upon collision and agglome-
rate formation;

viii. Drying rates as affected by surface moisture and internal moisture;
ix. The contribution of various phenomena to drying, including:

a. Hydrodynamics (e.g., surface tension force-driven drying in a pore, immigration
of pore liquid to the surface due to capillary);

b. Mass transfer (e.g., wet-bulb phenomenon and saturation of fluid, diffusion-
driven drying in the pore);

c. Heat transfer (e.g., temperature effect on fluid phase capacity to carry vapor).

x. The high computational cost for detailed simulations due to the high number of
particles and droplets involved.

Consequently, upon simulating drying phenomena in fluid bed granulators, we will
be faced with challenges to

1. Simulate the droplet flow and their interaction with particles/granules (Section 5.1);
2. Predict the evaporation of liquid from the outer surface, inside the pores, and binding

liquid. For this purpose, we need to obtain/compute the drying surface area, drying
kinetic, and driving force for drying (Section 5.2, Section 5.3, Section 5.4);

3. Accurately predict the contribution of droplet evaporation and particle drying to
generating liquid vapor (Section 5.4.3);

4. Consider the inter-relation of drying and change in granule size (Section 5.6).

In the remaining part of our present review study, the main focus is given to (i) the chal-
lenges associated with these complexities, (ii) how these challenges have been addressed in
the literature, (iii) the drawbacks and limitations of the previously used methodologies,
and (iv) the gaps which still exist.

5.1. Droplet Tracking and Droplet–Particle Interaction
5.1.1. Droplets as Lagrangian Points

The most detailed but computationally demanding method to predict the droplet
distribution is to track them as Lagrangian points. This method is conceptually compa-
rably simple to implement (i.e., a Lagrangian phase is added to the overall simulation
model). However, the computational expense inherent to this method is justified only in
the following situations:

(1) It is not clear whether evaporating droplets follow the gas flow (i.e., the limit of zero
Stokes number is reached, i.e., small droplets) or have enough inertia to simply pierce
the gas flow and follow predominantly straight trajectories (i.e., the limit of infinite
Stokes number applies, i.e., large droplets);

(2) A wide droplet size distribution is present, such that the droplet Stokes number covers
a wide range such that criterium (1) becomes relevant;

(3) Droplets change their properties (i.e., diameter, composition) significantly during
their journey through the gas phase as a result of drying;

(4) The droplet impact speed on particles or walls is of central interest, e.g., to account for
phenomena such as splashing.

The fact that a Lagrangian simulation model is available, e.g., as is the case in CFD-
DEM-type models, is also an indicator that one may want to track droplets directly. Indeed,
all studies discussed below were based on DEM-based particle simulations. The following
chapters will discuss an alternative class-wise or a method of moments-based Eulerian
modeling. Unfortunately, such a Euler-based approach comes at a significant additional
complexity, with consequences for, e.g., the implementation of computer codes. Similar
considerations are valid for simple ray tracing methods [67] which do not account for
particle–droplet interaction physics. Thus, a Lagrangian tracking of droplets might also act
as a compromise in case this additional complexity should be avoided.
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Examples of studies that tracked individual droplets include the following:

• The early study of Goldschmidt [101,102] and co-workers considered droplets as
discrete entities in addition to the particles. Drying was absent since they focused on
a melt granulation process in a two-dimensional setup. Droplets were injected into
a spray zone, allowing for randomized droplet velocities. The collision of particles and
droplets leads to wetted particles (“coalescence”), and the collision of wet particles
can result in the formation of granules (“agglomeration”). Even the “masking” of
the wetted surface inside a granule was considered. Since they used a hard-sphere
approach, their model did not allow consideration of multiple contacts.

• Barrasso and Ramachandran [103] performed 3D flow simulations in an unrealistically
small domain (a “drum” with a diameter of 40 mm and a length of 60 mm) and huge
primary particles (1 mm diameter). Liquid droplets were considered to have the same
size and composition as the solid particles. A cylindrical region (diameter of 8 mm,
full drum length) was considered as the liquid addition zone. No cohesive interactions
or drying model were characteristics of this conceptual study to demonstrate how the
coupling between the DEM and the PBM can be achieved.

• In the studies of Jiang et al. [62,77], solid-like droplets are considered to directly
investigate the droplet deposition rate in the spray zone. In detail, they considered
droplet–particle impacts and analyzed their outcome depending on the Weber and
Reynolds number (“depositing” or “splashing”) [77]. This study is one of the few
articles in which intra-particle variations of the coating layer were considered.

• In the CFD-DEM study of Grohn et al. [104] for layering granulation, the droplets are
generated as a second particulate phase in the DEM part of the code. A “loading coef-
ficient” of the liquid α, is introduced to consider the solid concentration in a solution
used for coating. This hence enabled advanced consideration of the coating process
of individual particles. This study considered a fixed global drying rate. Moreover,
droplet drying (in flight) has not been studied in detail.

5.1.2. Spray Zone Approach

Simultaneous granulation and drying in fluid bed granulators impose a high level of
complexity in the simulation of drying in such systems. To meet this challenge, a group of
researchers tried to decouple these two phenomena by limiting them to a specific region
of the FBG. In detail, they attempted to divide the bed into a number of compartments
based on the dominant phenomenon occurring in that specific compartment, as already
discussed in Section 4.1.2. Generally speaking, a spray zone is defined as a region with
a high probability of particle–droplet collision. In contrast, the drying zone is defined
as the region in which particles/granules are away from the droplet source and are in
contact with the hot gas. This approach can simplify the simulation by limiting drying and
agglomeration to just one compartment and decoupling these two phenomena. However,
drying a freely flowing droplet in the spray zone is expected and should be considered in
the modeling.

Identification of the Spray Zone

Identifying these zones is typically performed through experimental or numerical
studies. For instance, Ronsse et al. [105–107] used the CFD-PBM approach and reported
the formation of phenomenon-dominant zones in a top-spray coater as follows:

i. Spray (or wetting) zone: the region close to the nozzle where droplet formation,
droplet/particle collision, and spreading droplets on the particle surface occur. This
region features high humidity and low temperature.

ii. Drying zone: the region below the spray zone, identified by high fluctuation in
temperature and humidity.

iii. Heat transfer zone: the region above the distributor where there is significant heat ex-
change between fluidization air and particles. This region features high temperatures
and constant humidity.
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iv. Non-active zone: the region between the heat transfer and drying zones, featuring
constant temperature and humidity.

Börner et al. [34,94] conducted experimental and numerical studies to demarcate the
spray zone in a top-spray fluid bed granulator to identify these zones. They reported that
spray penetrates the particle bed, consequently leading to particle wetting. This leads to
a process separation into two characteristic phenomenon-dominant compartments. In their
study, the wetting compartment (i.e., the spray zone) is demarcated as the region where
active binder droplets present and collide with particles. The typical layout of different
zones has been illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Indication of the spray and drying zones in a typical fluid bed.

In addition to experimentation, they got help from a CFD-DEM-based model to
obtain more detailed information on the local particle wetting, droplet distribution, droplet
lifetime, and the fraction of over-sprayed droplets. Goldschmidt [101] used the same
approach to define the spray zone in their DEM simulation.

Börner et al. [34,94] showed that the compartment separation and the wetting pro-
cedure are highly influenced by the nozzle pressure, position, and fluidization intensity.
However, the sizes of these zones were set a priori in several studies [32,86,108]. Such
a pragmatic approach may limit the application of the spray zone concept, for instance, for
the binder solutions having a high viscosity.

Askarishahi et al. [40] used the TFM approach to identify the well-mixed zone in a wet
fluidized bed by visualizing and quantifying the rate of particle drying, as well as droplet
deposition and droplet evaporation (see Figure 9). In addition to identifying the zones, the
communication and the exchange between the compartments and their properties need
to be determined quantitatively. Börner et al. [109] derived the parameters (compartment
size and the particle residence time) for the two-compartment PBM approach for a Wurster
coater. They used a simple gas–particle flow model and validated it using Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV, and image analysis. It should be noted that they did not consider any
drying model. Their study revealed that the particle size distribution (PSD) of the product is
influenced by the existence of two compartments and the particle-size-dependent residence
time in the spray compartment.
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Figure 9. Identification of different zones in a typical 2D wet fluidized bed (the result of TFM
simulations following Askarishahi et al. [40]).

The concept of a spray zone has been widely used to simulate granule growth in
FBGs. In this regard, numerical simulations were performed to obtain the solids exchange
rate between the compartments and the residence time of particles in each compartment.
To do so, different approaches have been adapted to simulate the particle–droplet and
particle–particle interactions.

No Interaction (Droplet–Particle Interaction Lumped into the Agglomeration Kernel)

In the simplest approach, no model is considered for the particle–droplet interaction and
particle drying. Instead, all these phenomena are lumped into the agglomeration kernel.

Hussain et al. [86] considered two zones for wetting (spray) and drying in a top-spray
FBG. The size of the zones has been set a priori. However, the size of the zones should be
defined based on the spray and fluidization characteristics, as reported by Börner et al. [33,34].
Hussain et al. [86] evaluated the effect of spray zone size and different agglomeration
kernels on the agglomeration rate constant. However, they did not model particle wet-
ting and drying. Instead, they tried to extract the rate constants in the agglomeration
kernel from experimental data and vary the size of the zones. The main disadvantage
of this approach is the need for parameter fitting and experimental data. The results of
Hussain et al. [86] demonstrated that the existence of two zones is one of the main reasons
for the complex time-dependent behavior of the aggregation rate constant. They assumed
that the agglomeration process occurs in the spray zone and the drying process occurs in
the drying zone of the fluidized bed. Therefore, a temporal change in the number density
of granules occurs only in the spray zone. In their study, the residence time of particles in
each zone depends on the number of density distributions in the spray and drying zones
and the particle flux between them.

Uniformly Distributed Droplet Deposition on Particles

In a more complex but still simple approach, droplets are assumed to be uniformly
distributed over the particles in the spray zone. For instance, following the work of
Ronsse et al. [105–107] for four well-mixed zones, Hede et al. [110] assumed a uniform
distribution of droplets over the particles in a layering granulation (coating) process. In
other words, all particles in the spray zone receive an equal amount of liquid per unit of
time. The main drawback of this approach is neglecting the droplet–particle interaction, as
the rate of particle wetting depends on the particle and droplet properties and their relative
velocity. The study of Hede et al. [110] showed that the region with low temperatures and
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high humidity increases the agglomeration rate, attributing to the viscous Stokes theory of
Ennis et al. [3] for wet particle collision.

Tamrakar and Ramachandran [46] predefined their spray zone based on a top-spray
FBG experiment. They used the same approach as Hede et al. [110] and they assumed that
the total amount of liquid injected into the spray zone was uniformly distributed among
the particle in this compartment. They used the CFD-DEM to

i. Track the particle residence time in the spray zone. This was performed by tracking
the time particles needed to pass the spray zone. In this manner, higher residence
time means higher liquid content of the particle;

ii. Obtain the exchange rate of particles between different compartments (inter-
compartmental particle transfer) and particle distribution in each compartment;

iii. Obtain particle collision dynamics, including the collision frequency and collision energy.

They showed that the residence time of particles in both compartments is homoge-
neous. Their numerical and experimental results revealed that an increase in the spray rate
and reduction in the air temperature increase granule size.

Neugebauer et al. [108] assumed that the sprayed liquid is uniformly distributed among
all particles in the spray zone, following the work of Mörl [111] and Vreman et al. [112].
Neugebauer et al. [108] proposed a dynamic two-zone model to address the formation of
granulation and drying zones in top-spray fluidized bed layering granulation. In detail,
they assumed a constant volume for the granulation (spray) zone but a variable overall
volume for the fluidized bed. It should be noted that they did not simulate the drying
of granules in their study and only focused on the agglomeration, as also carried out by
Bachmann et al. [113] and Kaur et al. [114].

Calculated Rate of Deposition

In more physics-based approaches, the rate of deposition of droplets on the particles is
calculated either using a continuum approach or by considering droplets as discrete entities
similar to DEM. Below, we will describe the detail of these approaches.

Heinrich et al. [81] conducted a numerical study on the simulation of a top-spray
fluidized bed. They considered a conical spray region close to the nozzle. They calculated
the deposition rate based on the impingement efficiency and probability of adhesion.
Their simulation results demonstrated that there is an equilibrium between spraying,
deposition, evaporation, heat transfer, and dispersion, which may lead to a constant
average temperature in the bed.

Very recently, the spray-zone approach was also used by Che et al. [63]. In their
CFD-DEM simulation, layering granulation in a Wurster coater was studied as previously
performed by Maharjan and Jeong [115]. When modeling droplet–particle collisions, they
considered a bi-conical spray zone whose dimensions are determined from high-resolution
spray zone pictures. The amount of liquid deposited on the particles depends on the
surface area of the particles and the residence time of particles in the spray zone. Particle
adhesion was simulated through liquid bridge forces; however, they did not consider
granule consolidation due to drying. They calculated the rate of drying based on the
wet-bulb phenomenon and the wetted surface area of particles. Their simulation results
revealed three modes of drying in a Wurster coater: (i) drying of wet particles in the
fountain and coating region; (ii) drying in the upper part of the annulus region, stopping
before re-entering the spray region; and (iii) occupation of whole fluidized bed chamber by
the wet particles due to over-spray.

Askarishahi et al. [39] obtained the spray and drying zones in their TFM simulation
of a top-spray fluidized bed. They used these two zones to develop their compartment
model, as shown in Figure 9, based on the distribution of spray rate, drying rate, and
deposition rate. They calculated the droplet deposition rate on the particle using the
filtration approach of Kolakaluri et al. [52] (for details see Section 5.1.4). It should be noted
that they limited the rate of deposition and droplet evaporation to the spray zone. In
their compartmental simulation, Askarishahi et al. [9,10] defined the spray zone based on
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the droplet’s penetration depth and calculated the droplet evaporation rate based on its
residence time in the spray zone.

5.1.3. Surface Energy Pick-Up Concept

A pragmatic approach to calculate the rate of deposition and drying is proposed by
Kafui and Thornton [49]. In detail, they used the “surface energy” concept based on the
theory of Johnson et al. [116] for the binding mechanism. They used three concepts of
wetting, drying, and wet surface energy as follows:

i. Wetting: “surface of particle becoming ‘active’ as a result of picking up surface energy
in the spray zone”.

ii. Drying: “increase in surface energy or adhesion energy value with time”.
iii. Wet surface energy: “surface energy that can still form bonds and has not reached

some terminal dried-out value”.

In detail, in this approach, a particle located in the spray zone at a distance from
the spray source accumulates wet surface energy based on an exponential function of
residence time in the spray zone, ts, and a linear function of the limiting surface energy of
the spray, γwmax

γw = γwmaxe−s(1 − e−ts
)

The liquid in a particle–particle bond is also dried based on an exponential function of
bond age. The “wet” surface energy is dried in the drying zone, which results in an increase
in active “wet” surface energy depending on the time spent in the drying zone after leaving
the spray zone,

γw = γw0e−s
(

1 + e−(1− ts0
tds

)
)

For particle–particle adhesion, the surfaces energy increase is evaluated with the bond
age, tb, and dry-out factor, d f ac (was set a priori to 2) as

γd = γw[1 +
(

d f ac − 1
)(

1 − e−tb
]

Kafui and Thornton [49] observed a fast growth rate for the largest granule and
attributed that to the surface energy value for the spray zone and low fluidization velocity.
This approach has the advantage of estimating the drying rate based on the granule liquid
content and differentiating the liquid on the surface and the liquid binding the particles.

5.1.4. Continuum Spray Filtration Model

The spray nozzles generate a large number of droplets with a range of droplet sizes.
Therefore, the simulation of individual droplets and their interaction with particles in-
creases the computational cost. To resolve this issue, a group of researchers employed
a continuum approach to simulate the particle–droplet interaction in fluid bed granulators.
For instance, Askarishahi et al. [39,40,51] calculated the droplet deposition rate on the
particle using a clean-bed filter model developed by Kolakaluri et al. [52]. Using direct
numerical simulation (DNS) of flow through a packed bed, Kolakaluri et al. [52] developed
a correlation for the filtration coefficient as a function of the particle Reynolds Number,
the droplet Stokes Number, and the solid volume fraction. In their model, the droplet
deposition rate is calculated as

.
Sd = −λ

∣∣ud − up
∣∣µliq ϕ f ρ f
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where
∣∣ud − up

∣∣ is the slip velocity between the fluid phase and the particle. µliq is the
droplet mass loading in the airflow. This means that droplet is considered as a component
of humid air. The filtration coefficient is then given by

λ = ηs
3
2

ϕp

Dp

In which ηs is single collector efficiency, which is a function of effective Stokes number,
St∗e f f and is given by

ηs =
St∗e f f

3.2

4.3 + St∗e f f
3.2

St∗e f f =

[
A
(

ϕp
)
+ 1.14Re

1
5
m
(
1 − ϕp

)−3/2
]

St
2

The effective Stokes number is expressed as a function of particle volume fraction in
the form of A

(
ϕp

)
, and Stokes number, St, and mean Reynold number, Rem, as follows:

A
(

ϕp
)
=

6 − 6ϕp
5
3

6 − 9ϕp
1
3 + 9ϕp

5
3 − 6ϕp2

St =

∣∣∣u f − up

∣∣∣dd
2ρd

18Dpν f ϕ f

Rem =

∣∣∣u f − up

∣∣∣(1 − ϕp
)
ρ f dp

ν f ϕ f

This approach features low computational cost with reasonable accuracy as there is no
need to track individual droplets.

Li et al. [37,43] used an inertial drop deposition model following the work of Löffler [38].
The deposition efficiency, η, is a function of (i) the impingement efficiency, ϕ, and (ii) the
adhesion probability had. The impingement efficiency describes the ratio of the number
of drops, with a specific size, colliding with the particle to the number of these droplets
in the projection area of the particle. The impingement efficiency can be expressed as
a function of the Stokes number and Reynolds number. A similar approach was used by
Heinrich et al. [81].

The disadvantage of the continuum approach is that the droplets are not modeled
individually. Therefore, one cannot easily consider the droplet size distribution. In addition,
the droplet interaction with the surrounding fluid was previously neglected.

5.1.5. Droplets in Stochastic Models

Stochastic models are another approach that can be employed to simulate droplet
deposition on the particle. In this approach, the surface of the particle is divided into
a number of sectors on one of whose positions the droplets can deposit in a random
manner. As mentioned before, drying of deposited droplets is modeled using temporal
reduction in droplet height as performed in the Monte-Carlo study of Singh et al. [72] and
Du et al. [76]. For the sake of conciseness and to avoid repetition, we refer the interested
reader to Section 4.3 for more detail on the challenges on this approach. Nevertheless, the
main drawback of such an approach is the high computational cost.

5.1.6. Droplets in PBM Models

As described above, the computational cost associated with discrete droplet simula-
tion is too high. On the other hand, the simplicity of the continuum approach does not
allow using droplet size distribution. Therefore, to address these two issues, a group of
researchers tried to simulate droplet–particle interaction using the PBM approach. For
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instance, Muddu et al. [117] used the PBM approach to track the droplet size and number,
which change due to evaporation and deposition. They derived a mass balance equation
for the liquid considering (i) the rate of particles being formed due to spray liquid addition
into the bin and (ii) the rate of particles depleted due to liquid evaporation.

In another study, Hussain et al. [87] used the PBM approach to simulate droplet–
particle interaction in an FBG. In their study, the droplet number density depends on the
drying time and the accessible wet surface fraction. In a more accurate approach, Rajniak
and Birmingham [118] developed a 1D-PBM based on the Direct Quadrature Method of
Moments (DQMOM), i.e., considering the variation of the moments of the droplet size
distribution with time. In this approach, the total drying rate is obtained by summing
up the drying rates from individual droplets of different sizes deposited on the particle
surface. According to Amini et al. [119], though this approach provides a reduced range of
the estimated model parameters for a wide range of process conditions, it is still unclear if
it can provide a better prediction for the temporal evolution of temperature and moisture
in the FBG.

The main disadvantage of this approach is the model parameters which need to be
extracted from experimental data for the kernels. This limits the application of the model
to the operating range of the underlying experiments.

5.2. Surface Area Available for Drying

Predicting the surface area available for granule drying is another critical challenge
in the simulation of fluid bed granulators. Some parts of the liquid will be locked due
to the formation of liquid bridges and, consequently, are not available for surface drying.
Depending on the binding liquid properties, the inter-particle liquid can immigrate to the
outer surface of the granule when the liquid on this fraction of the surface is evaporated. In
addition, due to particle growth, the outer surface area of the granule is also changing over
time due to agglomeration.

Several approaches have been adopted in the literature for the estimation/calculation
of drying surface area upon granulation, as detailed below.

5.2.1. Continuous Film-Based Models

A pragmatic approach assumes the formation of a continuous film on the outer surface
area of the granules. To calculate the wet area, spherical granules are assumed. For instance,
Muddu et al. [117] used the total external surface area of all the particles in the bed for heat
exchange between gas and particles. Tu et al. [31] considered the external surface area of
the particle for drying rate calculation. The same approach was used by Aziz et al. [57],
Li et al. [64], and Peglow et al. [84].

However, calculating the outer surface area of the granule is faced with its own
challenges. The main issue is related to the morphology of the granule. Upon particle
agglomeration, the granule does not have a spherical shape anymore. To tackle this issue,
these researchers computed the granular surface area based on the granules’ volumetric-
equivalent diameter.

Sutkar et al. [120] assumed that when a droplet collides with a particle, the droplet
forms a continuous film on the particle’s surface. They justified this by exposing particles
to a high number of droplets in the spray zone. However, in case of particle agglomeration
and drying during the circulation in the fluidized bed, the already deposited droplet can
be dried or form liquid bridges between the particles. In the latter case, droplets are not
available anymore at the surface of the particles to form a continuous film.

5.2.2. Correction Factor-Based Models

A couple of researchers [119,121] calculated the wetted surface area by considering
a correction factor for the outer surface area. For instance, Chaudhury et al. [121] considered
an experimental correction factor for the wetted surface area of particles to calculate the rate
of particle drying. This correction factor needs to be adjusted by fitting to the experimental
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data. The same strategy was used by Amini et al. [119]. In detail, they developed a semi-
theoretical droplet-based evaporation rate model. Their model requires two adjustable
parameters (one for correction factor and one for transition from first-stage to second-stage
of drying) for calculating the evaporation rate. These model parameters were adjusted by
fitting the granule temperature and moisture in the studied FBG. For the drying surface
area, they considered the total surface area of droplets instead of the total surface area of the
granulating solid particles. Therefore, the moisture content of the solid bed was assumed to
consist of mono-dispersed liquid droplets adhering to particles. Moreover, they considered
a correction factor for the wetted surface area to avoid the complexity of droplet deposition
and spreading on the particle.

5.2.3. Surface Coverage-Based Models

In another approach, drying was also limited to the outer surface area of the gran-
ule/particle. However, only a fraction of the surface area covered by droplets was consid-
ered as the surface area for drying. In detail, the surface coverage of liquid was calculated
as a function of particle/granule size, droplet size, and the spray flow rate.

An early surface coverage-based model (intended for melt granulation) was developed
by Goldschmidt [101]: for single particles, this mode considered that a liquid film forms
with a fixed thickness. The surface coverage ratio (baptized “spread factor” by Goldschmidt)
can then be calculated based on the total amount of liquid present on the particle surface
(see Equation (7.5) in his thesis). During an agglomeration event, it was considered that
surface coverage decreases: the projected area of the small particle (participating in the
agglomeration event) was subtracted from the sum of the initial liquid areas (see his
Equation (7.8)). Consequently, also the liquid layer thickness was proportionally decreased.
We note in passing that Goldschmidt [101] modeled the more complex phenomenon of
“encapsulation” of liquid binder in a porous agglomerate based on a pore volume estimate.
All of his model assumptions were not directly supported by experimental results and
focused on providing the basis for future modeling work.

More than a decade later, Kariuki et al. [53] proposed several equations for the surface
coverage of particles with droplets. They introduced a new quantity called the “coating
number” for this purpose. This coating number is defined as the ratio of the theoretical
area coated by the droplets, without any overlap, and the particle’s total surface area.
They proposed several equations for the droplet footprint size on the particle. In the
simplest form of the equation, they used the projected area of a spherical droplet. In a more
complex form, they assumed that the footprint area is equivalent to the area of a droplet on
a perfectly flat surface considering the equilibrium contact angle between the drop and the
particle surface. According to Kariuki et al. [53], this approach is reasonably accurate when
the curvature of the granule/particle is negligible compared to the droplet, i.e., droplet
size is much smaller than that of the particle. This approach does not account for the
relative size of particles and droplets. Therefore, in an alternative and more accurate form,
they derived an implicit equation for the droplet footprint area as a function of the surface
interaction between the droplet and particle, droplet size, and the relative size of the droplet
and particle.

Various researchers have successfully used the models proposed by Kariuki et al. [53].
For instance, considering the projected surface area as the droplet footprint, Askarish-
ahi et al. [39,51] employed Kariuki’s approach [53] to compute the drying surface area in
their CFD-DEM and TFM simulation of top-spray fluidized beds. Their results demon-
strated that assuming a continuous film on the particle surface can significantly over-
predict the rate of drying from the particles. The same approach was used by Kieckhe-
fen et al. [60,122] in their CFD-DEM study of fluidized bed spray granulation.

Hussain et al. [87,88,96] considered the “accessible droplet area” for drying in their
PBM simulations, which can also be seen as a variant of a surface coverage-based model.
Specifically, they determined the accessible wet surface fraction as the ratio of droplet
surface area to that of the particles, i.e., nd Ad/np Ap. Thielmann et al. [123] used the same
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approach in their Monte Carlo simulation. Rajniak et al. [124] used this simple methodology
for their CFD simulation.

In all these approaches, a distribution on the particle’s outer surface was assumed for
the droplet. In addition, this methodology mainly concerns particle wetting and can be
used for the external drying stage. This may limit the application of the model for the real
granulation process.

5.2.4. Droplet Height-Based Models

In an alternative, the drying rate can be described based on the reduction in the
droplet height on the particle surface versus time. The droplet height-based approach is
typically employed in stochastic methods in which the deposition of individual droplets
on the particle can be tracked. Readers interested in this method are referred to Section 4.3.
However, due to the high computational cost, the application of such an approach is limited
to a very small system with a low number of particles.

5.2.5. Balance Equation-Based Model

In a detailed balance equation-based approach, the mass and heat balance equations
for the liquid film adhering to the particle surface are derived and solved. To do so, one may
need to calculate the initial film thickness after a droplet–particle collision. In this regard,
Li et al. [37] used different correlations to estimate the initial film thickness as a function of
the Weber number and Reynolds number. In their model, Li et al. [37] assumed that drying
does not shrink the film surface area but only reduces the thickness of the film. They also
assumed that at a threshold value of 10−8 m at which the film surface area disappears.

5.2.6. Common Deficiencies of Previous Models

The common deficiency of all previous approaches described above is lumping the
moisture content of a granule into a single entity. However, one must differentiate between
at least three types of liquid on particles or granules: (i) surface liquid, (ii) pore bridging
inside primary particles, and (iii) bridge liquid present between particles. Each of these
three types can be either (a) directly interfacing with the bulk gas phase or (b) not interfacing
with the gas phase in the sense that the porous structure of the granule limits contact with
the bulk phase.

Consequently, and as shown in Figure 10, for mass transfer and drying calculations,
the following groups of moisture/liquid should be considered:

i. Freely accessible liquid, which includes accessible surface and bridge liquid: here,
no significant mass transfer limitation is present, and the entire “wet” (i.e., liquid)
surface area can be considered (for bridge liquid, this is difficult to estimate, but in
principle doable).

ii. Liquid with limited accessibility, which includes surface and bridge liquid that is not
interfacing with the bulk gas phase, as well as accessible pore liquid. For this group,
the evaporation rate will be limited but finite.

iii. Liquid with no or very minor accessibility includes inaccessible pore liquid. For
this group, evaporation rates can be considered too small to have any relevance for
industrial processes.

Interestingly, and to the best of our knowledge, only Goldschmidt [102] made an effort
to model the “encapsulation” of liquid binder in a porous agglomerate. However, his
model assumptions were never supported by experiments or detailed simulations.
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Figure 10. Different types of liquid regarding their interface with the gas phase.

5.3. Mass Transfer Coefficient and Reference Concentration Difference Estimation
5.3.1. External Particle Surface-to-Bulk Transport

Next to the available surface area for evaporation, the drying rate is critically impacted
by the product of the mass transfer coefficient (typically abbreviated with β) and a vapor
concentration difference ∆c experienced by each and every granule. To consider inter-
particle transport diffusion occurring in porous particles and/or granules, a significant
additional complication arises (see next chapter for details): intra-particle transport might
limit the overall evaporation process, and an intra-particle vapor concentration gradient
builds up. For the rest of this section, we assume that this scenario is not the case (this is
always true for non-porous particles).

When considering the mass transfer coefficient, several key assumptions are typically
adopted in the literature which deserve a more detailed view:

• Equimolar diffusion in the gas next to the external surface of the particle is assumed.
Thus, it is assumed that there is no net flux of gas that exits the particle, and hence there
exists no net radial gas velocity directly at the liquid-gas interface (note that this is
unrelated to the fact that flow around the particle is considered in many publications).
The resulting model equation is linear in the concentration difference, which leads
to an underestimation of the evaporation rate in case of high vapor mole fractions,
i.e., high temperatures. A fix to this shortcoming would be to use the Spalding mass
transfer number, or recently published corrections [125];

• An isolated wet particle is often considered, as well documented in many publications,
e.g., that of Li et al. [37]. This assumption dates back to the early work of Heinrich
and Mörl [1], which was clearly motivated at that time by the lack of closures for
dense suspensions. It should be noted that the work of Heinrich and Mörl [1] already
considered the fraction of the wetted surface of a particle when estimating the area
available for mass transfer. In the future, improved correlations for mass transfer
coefficients should be used—e.g., as already carried out by Askarishahi et al. [113] by
exploiting the correlation of Deen et al. for heat transfer [126] and an analogy between
heat and mass transfer.
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When it comes to the concentration difference ∆c, another set of assumptions is
frequently adopted:

• The entire previous works on drying used the local average concentration (i.e.,
an ensemble-averaged quantity as performed in RANS-type of simulations, or spa-
tially averaged quantities as in the case of LES-type simulations). Thus, a resolution-
dependency is expected since gas–particle systems spontaneously cluster [127,128],
and this will affect the evaporation rate: as shown in our illustration (see Figure 11),
even in case there is a difference between the region-average vapor concentration
and the vapor equilibrium concentration at the external particle surface, the net evap-
oration rate might be zero! The size of these clusters is in the order of the particle
diameter, with details depending on the particle Froude number [129]. Thus, it would
be computationally very expensive to resolve the vapor concentration field in the gas
phase since cluster size and the length scale of vapor concentration fluctuations will be
of similar magnitude. Fortunately, an approach to overcome this challenge has been
presented by Agrawal et al. [130]; however, in a different context: this early study
revealed that a correction accounting for unresolved concentration fluctuations can
be constructed and that this correction is similar to what is long known for the drag
force. Most important, Agrawal et al. [128] showed that these unresolved structures
lead to an extremely strong suppression of mass transfer—one or two orders of mag-
nitude (!) lower mass transfer rates over a wide range of particle volume fractions
were report. Physically, this means that the clustering phenomenon dominates the
evaporation rate, i.e., mass transfer (drying) is so fast that the gas phase is locally
saturated with vapor as long as a wet particle exists. In simple words, one can think
of a “vapor concentration slip” that exists, i.e., a mismatch between the local average
vapor concentration and the vapor concentration seen by individual particles. This
message was reinforced by several recent studies, e.g., Guo and Capecelatro [131] or
Rauchenzauner et al. [132,133].

Figure 11. Illustration of the effect of clustering on drying rates (the yellow-colored region indi-
cates vapor).

• It must be clear that in models that are not able to track each individual particle,
imperfect mixing (within a region of interest) will cause a similar effect: if wet particles
with high vapor pressure (caused by high temperature) are in regions that are saturated
with vapor, and dry particles in low vapor content regions, the net evaporation rate
might be zero (see Figure 12). In contrast, if one only considers particle–average vapor
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pressures and liquid content, the predicted evaporation rate would be non-zero! While
this scenario is certainly rare (since particle-phase mixing is typically fast), it should
be mentioned that such a correction could not be found in the open literature.

• Another detail is the concentration that should be considered at the particle surface:
most studies consider the vapor concentration in equilibrium with the liquid at the
external particle surface. Aziz et al. [57] simulated the evaporation process based
on the modification for the concentration difference as proposed by Putranto and
Chen [59], i.e., the so-called “reaction engineering approach” (using an Arrhenius-type
of function). This more advanced approach allows us to consider hygroscopic materials.

Figure 12. Importance of cell size in accurate estimation of the driving force based on the distribution
of vapor inside the cell.

5.3.2. Intra-Particle Transport

Intra-Particle transport complicates the situation of calculating mass transfer rates
enormously. Transport of gas (due to diffusion and pore gas flow; consideration of multi-
component diffusion might complicate the model additionally [134]), liquid phase (due to
diffusion and convective flow caused by capillary pressure), as well as dissolved species in
the liquid phase (diffusion, and in the case of charged species also electrostatically induced
migration [135]). A detailed review that documents relevant forms of transport equations
is that of Katekawa and Silva [136].

5.3.3. Analogy to Heat Transfer

The analogy between heat and mass transfer (i.e., expressions for the Nusselt and
Sherwood number) has been exploited frequently in the drying literature. It should be
noted that this analogy could also be extended to account for unresolved concentration
fluctuations via the adoption of recent studies on heat transfer [132,133]. Thus, the concept
of a “temperature slip” could be extended to a “concentration slip” concept, perhaps using
even similar (dimensional) correction functions.

5.4. Drying Kinetics

In this chapter, we will briefly describe the methodologies used to obtain the drying
curve required to compute the granule drying rate for granulation purposes. In these
approaches, drying kinetic has been realized through either numerical or experimental
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approaches. In the experimental approaches, the drying rate of a granule can be measured
either in a small-scale, single-granule (e.g., microbalance, levitation, drying channel), or it
can be extracted from the data of the drying process (e.g., fluidized bed drying) as detailed
in Section 5.4.1.

In the numerical approaches, the drying kinetic is obtained by simulating the drying
phenomenon in a single granule. In the most detailed approach of pore-network modeling,
the drying kinetic is obtained by simulating the evaporation of liquid inside the pore of the
granule, as detailed in Section 5.4.3. In another approach, the Monte Carlo method is used
to simulate sessile droplet drying on the particle, as detailed in Section 5.4.2.

5.4.1. Phenomenological Single-Particle Drying Models

In this approach, the drying kinetic for a single granule is measured using (i) a thermo-
gravimetric method such as a magnetic micro-balance, (ii) a drying tunnel, or (iii) an acous-
tic levitator. To do so, the weight loss of the granule due to drying is captured over time,
and the drying rate is calculated as a function of moisture content. These data are then
used to formulate a mathematical model of the drying rate.

Burgschweiger et al. [85,93] extracted the drying kinetics of a single particle using
microbalance and drying tunnel techniques. To quantify the drying rate, they introduced
a normalized drying rate defined as the ratio of the drying rate in the falling-rate period to
the drying rate at a constant-rate period given by

.
ν(Xnorm) =

.
mdrying(Xnorm)

.
mdrying(Xnorm(xcr))

In which Xnorm is defined as

Xnorm =
x − xeq

xcr − xeq

In which xcr is the critical moisture content at which the transfer between the constant-
rate and falling-rate period occurs. The quantity xeq is the equilibrium moisture content
obtained from the sorption isotherm measurement at specific temperatures and humidity.
The function of

.
ν(Xnorm) is typically fitted to the experimental data, fulfilling two conditions

of
.
ν(Xnorm = 1) = 1, and

.
ν(Xnorm = 0) = 0. The general form can take different forms, the

most famous of which are

.
ν(Xnorm) = AXnorm + BX2

norm + CX3
norm; A + B + C = 1

.
ν(Xnorm) =

γXnorm

1 + (γ − 1)Xnorm

The second form is more advantageous as it has only one fitting parameter (i.e., γ),
which makes the parameter estimation more straightforward and more reliable due to
less degree of freedom. As shown in Figure 13, the value of unity for γ leads to the linear
form of

.
ν(Xnorm) = Xnorm. The study of Askarishahi et al. [9,10,137] showed that the

γ parameter could be easily correlated to the drying capacity (and hence the degree of
wetness) of a fluid bed granulator.

Peglow et al. [84] used single-particle drying kinetic in their PBM approach. They
assumed a linear decreasing normalized drying curve (i.e.,

.
ν = η). Hennenberg et al. [138]

used the same approach with a different form of function for normalized drying rate.
Ghijs et al. [139] used an equilibrium factor of X−Xeq

X for the falling-rate drying period.
Chen et al. [90,140] followed the approach of normalized drying rate from Burgsch-

weiger et al. [85,93]. Their experimental results showed that the drying kinetics depends
on the type of material and the size of the granule.
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Figure 13. Variation of the normalized drying rate versus normalized moisture content for different
values of γ.

A disadvantage of this approach is that the measured drying kinetic is limited to
the specific granule property under the condition of the experiment. However, due to
the granule growth during the granulation process, the morphology of the granule may
vary. Therefore, the measured drying kinetics may not be valid for the whole process. In
addition, according to Sherwood [141,142], the critical moisture content depends on the
drying rate at the constant rate period. Therefore, the measured drying kinetic cannot be
used universally.

A group of researchers tried to estimate the drying curve from the experimental data
obtained from the drying process in the fluidized bed instead of measuring/predefining
single-particle drying kinetic. For instance, in addition to measuring the single-granule
drying kinetic, Burgschweiger et al. [85,93] also obtained the drying kinetic from the
drying rate measured in a fluidized bed drying run. The same approach was used by
Askarishahi et al. [9,10,137] to estimate the critical moisture content and drying curve
parameter for a set of experiments with different operating conditions. This approach has
the advantage of a lower complexity when measuring the single-granule drying kinetic.
However, an experiment is required for each operating condition to obtain the drying
curve parameters.

Wang et al. [30] considered a correction factor of Xn/(Xn + K) for the falling-rate period
(i.e., in which X smaller than critical moisture content) as a function of moisture content.

To simulate falling-rate drying, Amini et al. [119] also considered a correction factor
in the rate of drying in the second stage. Instead of considering critical moisture, they
used a transition time between two stages of drying. They adjusted the transition time
and the correction factor by fitting the data to the experiments. Then, they correlated these
two quantities to a linear function of operating conditions, which may not be physically
meaningful. This means that their model is only valid under the operating condition of
their experiment.
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Chen et al. [143,144] assumed that the fluid bed dryer has the same drying kinetic as
a single particle. They fitted the drying curves obtained from the batch drying experiments
to the empirical model of Midilli et al. [145] in the form of

CA = ae−ktn
+ bt

In which CA and t are moisture content and time, respectively, and a, b, k, and n are
the model parameters to be fitted. However, the drying kinetic may depend on the drying
rate in the constant-rate period. This means that the model parameters need to be fitted for
each set of operating conditions. It should be noted that the focus of their study is on pure
drying without granulation.

It is expected that granulation and the morphology of the formed granule can change
the drying kinetics of a single particle/granule. This was discussed in the study of
Askarishahi et al. [9], which was based on experimental and modeling work of FBGs.
In their study, Askarishahi et al. [9] quantified the fluid bed granulator through a degree
of wetness, defined as the ratio of enthalpy required for the spray evaporation and the
enthalpy of the fluidizing hot gas as discussed in Section 2.1. The degree of wetness can
be correlated to the reverse of the fluid bed drying capacity. This means that experiments
with a higher spray rate, lower fluidization gas temperature, and flow rate feature a higher
degree of wetness. Their experimental observation showed that the dryer batches with
a lower degree of wetness result in the formation of elongated granules as fewer wet sites
are available on the particle surface. In addition, according to Mortier et al. [43,47], the
contribution of different physical phenomena, such as capillary effects, are lumped into
phenomenological coefficients in this approach. This means that the detailed effects of the
pore microstructure are not considered.

5.4.2. Sessile Droplet-Based Drying Models

This approach assumes that a droplet deposited on the particle surface forms a sessile
droplet. This approach is typically used in Monte-Carlo approaches, which allows tracking
the deposition of single droplets on the particles with a specific height and contact angle.
The height of the droplet will change during drying time based on the calculated rate of
drying. Janocha and Tsotsas [146] performed a detailed analysis of sessile droplet evapora-
tion, also accounting for the effect of a second (nearby) droplet. For more information, see
Section 4.3.

The disadvantage of sessile droplet-based drying models is the neglect of the particle-
internal drying process, simply because drying is limited to the evaporation of droplets
residing on the external surface of a granule. In this manner, drying the liquid bridging the
particles is not modeled. However, studies similar to Janocha and Tsotsas [146] illustrate
that more complex droplet configurations can be accounted for in future work.

5.4.3. Pore Network Models

An early study using pore-network modeling has been performed by Le Bray and
Prat [147]. The work by Prat [148] can be considered as an early review of the field. The
more recent review by Metzger [149] provides an excellent basis for understanding pore
network models as they are presently used in the field.

In pore network models, the pore structure is represented by networks of pores with
random individual sizes but the same geometric shape. The pore network modeling
predicts capillary imbibition and drying in porous media. Various researchers (mainly from
the group of Prof. Tsotsas) used the pore-network modeling approach to simulate drying
in porous media. For instance, Rahimi et al. [150] used pore-network modeling to simulate
the liquid droplet deposition on a network of pores and liquid drying, including surface
evaporation and vapor diffusion inside the pores. They considered various phenomena in
their simulation, including (i) diffusion in the gas phase, (ii) phase change at the liquid–gas
interface, (iii) liquid viscous flow, and (iv) capillary forces at the menisci in the pores.
However, according to Rahimi et al. [150], for the sake of simplicity, they made a set of
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simplifying assumptions for the contributing forces (i.e., gravity, buoyancy forces, inertia
effects), which makes their model applicable to a limited range of material and process
condition. Their simulation results can be used to approximate drying kinetic for a similar
pore structure.

Wu and Zhao [151] used the pore-network approach to correlate the probability density
function of liquid flow in the pore to the saturation level inside the pore and the location of
the moving meniscus in the main liquid cluster. They described the transport of vapor in
the void space of the pore Fick’s las [151].

Wang et al. [152] investigated the liquid distribution on the pore scale of wet particle
aggregates. They used X-ray microtomography (XMT) to determine the inner structure of
a porous aggregate. Then, they approximated the pore network using Voronoi approxi-
mation as interconnected cylindrical pores with radii computed from a distance between
neighboring particles. Such an approach can accurately consider the structures of the
pore and their connectivity. The comparison of their simulation with experimental data
revealed that the pore-network model could accurately capture drying inside the pore if
the geometry of the pore is described accurately in the model.

The recent pore network modeling of Kharaghani et al. [153] revealed that the capillary
bridges formed between the particles have a crucial impact on drying; these capillary rings
tend to remain connected over long distances from the outer surface of a packed bed,
even for long times. Thus, these rings transfer moisture from the interior to the surface
as “hydraulic pathways” and accelerate the drying rate. This can result in uniform liquid
distribution down to the low saturation level. Therefore, the liquid on the surface of the
primary particle cannot be evaporated at the same rate as the one on the outer surface of
the granule.

It is true that pore-network modeling approaches can be used for developing a continuum
model for particle-internal drying prediction. However, according to Mortier et al. [43,47], the
bottleneck of pore network modeling is the strong assumption about the geometry of the
pores by substituting the irregular network with a regular one to simplify the model. In
addition, the width of the throats follows a particular distribution function in real-world
particles, which is challenging to model.

5.5. Competition between Granule Drying and Suspended Droplet Evaporation

Another important challenge in the study of drying in FBGs is the competition between
particle drying and droplet evaporation in generating the vapor. In most of the studies
conducted in this field, the evaporation of gas-suspended droplets has been neglected.
There are a few exceptions: one is the study of Li et al. [37] who assumed that droplets
would be evaporated in case they do not deposit on a particle. To calculate the evaporation
rate, they assumed that droplets follow the gas flow due to their small inertia; hence, the
Nusselt-Number and Sherwood-Number are assumed to be 2.

In a CFD-DEM and a TFM study, Askarishahi et al. [39,51] assumed a constant droplet
velocity in the spray zone and calculated the droplet evaporation rate based on the fluid-
droplet relative velocity, the surface area of droplets, and the wet-bulb-based driving
force. Kieckhefen et al. [60] used the same approach as Askarishahi et al. [39,51]. In
compartmental modeling of FBGs, Askarishahi et al. [9,10,137] calculated the droplet
evaporation rate based on the droplets’ residence time in the spray zone. The latter was
defined based on the penetration length of droplets into the particle bed.

In most studies on drying in FBGs, the role of suspended droplet evaporation is
neglected. However, the vapor generated by suspended droplet evaporation can reduce the
driving force for particle drying. Consequently, predictions of the particle liquid content can
be unreliable. This will be more severe in case of over-spraying, i.e., situations characterized
by high degrees of wetness.
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5.6. Effect of Drying on the Agglomerate Size Distribution and Strength

Drying can influence the size distribution of agglomerate in the FBG in various ways,
as follows:

i. Drying can change the liquid binder strength due to the dependency of viscosity
and binder concentration on temperature. As discussed in Section 2.1, this can be
quantified through the Stokes number;

ii. Drying affects the number and distribution of wet spots on the granule and, conse-
quently, the probability of successful agglomeration; this can influence the granule
morphology, as discussed in Section 2.1;

iii. Drying can influence the consolidation rate through the evaporation of volatile com-
ponents of the biner solution.

A very limited number of studies exists in the literature considering the effect of
drying on the agglomerate size distribution. Recently, Singh and Tsotsas [8] simulated
agglomeration and breakage in the presence of drying using a stochastic approach. They
selected one random droplet, which was not completely dried, and assumed that all
bridges in the agglomerate were uniform and featured the same properties as the selected
droplet. This means that the same drying rate is considered in the model for all the droplets,
either (i) bridging the primary particle or (ii) residing on the outer surface of the granule.
However, their access to the fluid bulk is different. In other words, the drying mechanism
can differ for these two types of liquid, as discussed in Section 2.2. Therefore, the available
surface area for drying must change with the progress of agglomeration. Neglecting such
a difference in drying mechanisms is one of the main drawbacks of studies conducted in
this field.

Singh and Tsotsas [8] also calculated the strength of the granule considering the liquid
bridge force and morphological descriptors. In their study, breakage can happen when
the Stokes deformation number exceeds the critical Stokes deformation number. They
evaluated the effect of fluid temperature and droplet drying on the granule strength. In
their study, higher binder concentration and higher fluidization gas temperature resulted
in higher strength of the formed granule.

Many researchers have assumed the critical Stokes deformation number equal to the
critical Stokes coalescence number [19,50,154]. However, in the case of FB agglomeration,
the critical Stokes deformation number is expected to be far from the critical Stokes coales-
cence number because of the rapid solidification rates of the binder, which leads to stronger
bonding [20]. For the sake of simplicity, the critical Stokes deformation number is assumed
to be equal to twice the critical Stokes coalescence number [155] as

St∗de f = 2St∗coal = 2
(

1 +
1
e

)
ln
(

h
ha

)
This equation shows that the deformation Stokes number depends on particle restitu-

tion coefficient, e, surface asperities of primary particles, ha, and the height of the droplet
on the particle surface, h. Drying can change the h and the viscosity of the binder solution
(and stokes number) and, consequently, the cohesive force among the primary particles.
Hence, it is important to consider the height of the liquid at the site of the collision. This
makes the analysis of the drying effect on the rate of agglomeration and granule strength
more complicated and computationally demanding.

6. Identified Gaps and Way Forward

In this section, we will summarize the gaps which we identified in our present review
study. Specifically, the following ideas should be followed in future to close them:

• Performing experiments that isolate evaporation and granulation phenomena as much
as possible but use granules that are typical for a real-world granulation process.
Such experiments would then have a very high value for the validation of individual
simulation models. These experiments could use 3D-printed reference granules that
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are then wetted in a defined way, similar to what has been performed by Ge et al. [156]
for the mechanical strength of granules.

• Modeling of the final strength of particle–particle bonds after evaporation of liquid
bridges as a follow-up to the early work of Kafui and Thornton [49].

• Modeling of the effect of drying on the binder solution properties and its contribution
to the strength of granule, as a follow-up to the recent work of Singh and Tsotsas [8].
The effect of drying will be even more complicated if the binder forms a crust in the
droplet deposited on the particle surface, as reported by Dernedde et al. [74].

• A differentiated description of the amount of liquid on the surface and inside a granule:
this is necessary to correctly model the amount of liquid that is freely accessible (or not)
for drying. Indeed, such a modeling work will rely to a large degree on experimental
data, and hence dedicated experiments closely linked to computer models should
be followed.

• The tendency to form liquid bridges is massively affected by the roughness of the
particles or granules [157]. Accounting for roughness effects when estimating the
surface area available for evaporation would be a leap forward, same as a model to
predict the effect of solid depositions on the roughness evolution. In addition, such
a model refinement could improve the fidelity of cohesion models.

• Performing a rigorous simulation study that uses “best in class” models (i.e., La-
grangian droplet tracking, drying of droplets and particles considering surface cov-
ering, sophisticated drying kinetics model, corrections to the mass transfer rate due
to clustering) to support or reject key assumptions made in the field. Based on such
a reference study, regime maps could potentially be developed.

Based on the identified gaps, one can conclude that the simplifications typically made
in the simulation of drying cannot predict the behavior of agglomerate formation and
breakage accurately. This highlights the importance of conducting validation studies
as a reference to examine the accuracy of to-be-developed models. However, isolating
the individual effects in the drying of granulators is very difficult since the phenomena
taking part in this process are highly coupled and strongly interconnected. Below, we
summarize a number of studies that can be used for the validation purpose of drying in
granulation processes:

• Heinrich et al. [158,159] conducted a set of numerical and experimental studies on
drying of particles in a top-spray fluidized bed with different spray rates. However,
they did not consider the agglomeration effect.

• Diez et al. [11] conducted a detailed experimental study on the effect of drying on
the granule properties, including the morphological structure, particle moisture con-
tent, porosity, density, compression strength, and wetting behavior in a horizontal
fluidized bed.

• Askarishahi et al. [9,10] conducted a numerical and experimental study on the ag-
glomeration and drying of a placebo formulation in a fluid bed granulator. They
provided a set of experimental data for a wide range of operating conditions (spray
rate, binder concentration, and fluidization gas temperature). Their data can be used
for validation of FBG performance in macro-scales. Muddu et al. [117] and Tamrakar
and Ramachandran [46] conducted a similar study.

• Närvänen et al. [160] conducted an experimental study on the particle size distribution
in an FBG for spraying and drying phases.

• Rajniak et al. [124,161] conducted an experimental study on the effect of binder prop-
erties on the growth kinetics of agglomerates and their morphology in a top-spray
fluidized bed

• Schmidt et al. [162] presented a set of experimental data on the effect of drying
conditions on the particle size distribution for layering granulation.

• Bouffard et al. [163] reported a set of experimental data on the impact of binder
solution atomization on the granule growth kinetics.
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• Dadkhah et al. [164] presented a set of experimental data on the dependency of granule
morphology on the process variables.

All these studies might be used to synthesize more advanced experiments to isolate
individual effects. This would greatly accelerate the path forward for rigorous mechanistic
modeling that is truly predictive.
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Abbreviations

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CNMC Constant-Number Monte Carlo
CVMC Constant-Volume Monte Carlo
DEM Discrete Element Method
DoW Degree of Wetness
FBC Fluid Bed Coater
FBD Fluid Bed Dryer
FBG Fluid Bed Granulator
MC Monte Carlo
MFM Multi-Fluid Model
LoD Loss on Drying
PBE Population Balance Equation
PBM Population Balance Method
TFM Two-Fluid Model
2D Two-dimensional
3D Three-dimensional
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